Year 1 Literacy Grid - Focus: Reading & Fluency

WACKY WORDS
Today’s book is about ‘Norman Enormous.’
Enormous is a descriptive word that means
really big. Can you think of other words that
also mean the same thing as ‘enormous?’

AR

The sound /ar/ usually goes in the middle
of a word. Can you make a list of as many
words as you can where this sound is in
the middle of the word?

Words that mean the
same but are different
are called ‘synonyms.’
How many words could
you think of that mean
‘enormous?’
Picture Story Books Online
Reading with Miss King
If you have access to the internet,
you can listen to the story
‘Norman Enormous’ using the
YouTube link below.
https://youtu.be/LeJ4GyVde_k
Retell the story in your own words, record it on
Seesaw and send me the recording. Remember to
include what happened at the beginning middle and
end of the story.
Who is your very best friend?
Why are they your best friend?

Can you label these pictures? These
pictures all have the /ar/ sound but it is not
in the middle!
Reading Eggs
Spend up to 30 minutes on Reading Eggs.

TONGUE
TWISTING
MADNESS!
Can you say the
tongue twister
below without
making a mistake?
How fast can you read it without getting ‘tongue
twisted?’ Record your efforts and upload it to
seesaw.
‘Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers.
A peck of pickled peppers Peter Piper picked.
If Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers,
Where’s the peck of pickled peppers Peter Piper
picked?’

Let’s Learn to
Draw a Cartoon
Dog With
Cartoon Dave
Cartoon Dave is the author and illustrator of today’s
book called Norman Enormous.
Click on the link below and Cartoon Dave will teach
you how to easily draw a cartoon dog.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i-I_WSj-SOE

Share what you read and the activity you
completed on Seesaw.

Draw some different cartoon dogs from the video
clip, take a photo and upload your cartoons to
seesaw.

